
WE HAVE STOPPED THE “I-81" PIPELINE–AT LEAST FOR NOW !

Yesterday, I received an e-mail response from a senior vice president of

the Millennium pipeline company, that: “Unfortunately, the markets participation in

the project did not materialize in a sufficient quantity to justify the pursuit of the

project at this time.”  Translation: at least for now, we are not threatened with this

24 inch, 1200 psi pipeline in our neighbors, near our lakes, through out wetlands,

under our houses.  

The second and last sentence of the vp-mail starts: “In the event there are

any further developments, we will reach out to you . . .”  Translation: they could

be back at any time.

So, for now, we need to appreciate a significant victory in the fossil fuel

resistance, from which I hope we can all draw knowledge and inspiration.  I know

that for me, this past 7 months of resistance, while a bit overwhelming, has been

inspiring and we have learned a great deal.

While the company may claim that market conditions were the

determinative factor, this seems contradictory to what we have learned about

industry’s need to move the fracked gas out of PA and WV to major markets and

export terminals.  I would submit that our resistance movement was a significant

factor.

Thousands of us have been building the base of this resistance in central

New York and across the state for over five years and it was this base that was

the platform for this specific resistance group that sprung up to educate, agitate

and organize.  Almost as soon as some alert fracktavists noticed the May 8, 2013

“non-binding, open-season” announcement from Millennium, we recovered from

our shock at being targeted with this huge pipeline that they wanted to run

through our communities, and we began to push back.  

We arranged a conference call with the organizers of the resistance to the

un-Constitutional pipeline that proved to be invaluable.  Based upon their advice

and our experience of fighting leases after the landmen have conned folks into

signing before they know all the facts and risks; we focused initially on mapping

the proposed route, which was announced as running along the old easements

from 1930 for the now abandoned Sun Oil, 6 inch gas pipeline.  Dedicated



volunteers fanned out to take GPS readings at every road crossing we could find

where the pipeline markers were still in place.

This information was fed back into our very experienced and dedicated

mapper, who created a very detailed and accurate map base, which we refined

for each town.  He was then able to compare this base map with county land

owner maps to target the individual real estate parcels that would be targeted. 

Finally, he compared this information to the property owner lists we obtained from

the three county clerk’s office and created a list of all targeted property owners.

At the same time many other volunteers remained active in organizing

public outreach meetings.  Initially, we held an informational meeting at a church

in Tully, to share what we had learned and to invite interested citizens to join the

resistance.  The response was wonderful, as over 130 people filled the church

hall and the movement spread.

Based on the advice from our brothers and sisters fighting the un-

Constitutional line, we focused on getting to land owners before the company and

its landmen did.  This was accomplished by both an effective door-to-door

campaign, carried out by tireless volunteers in all 3 counties; and by three

informational meetings, one in each county: Homer in September, Lafayette in

November, and the town of Maine in early December.  

We also mailed post cards to every home owner to build for these very

successful and rewarding meetings, in which we shared what we had learned

about this proposed pipeline, the dangers of pipelines, details of some of the

worst explosions, and the spin they should expect from the landmen.

All of these efforts, were aimed at educating homeowners as to what was

planned, what they would hear from the company and landmen; and then that

they had every right to say NO to this deceptive push from the company.

We also closed each of these informational meetings with the clear

message that switching from one fossil fuel to another is not a solution and not

acceptable; as we are at a crossroads locally and globally and we must build a

truly renewable power and energy system, if we are to save Mother Earth for our

grandchildren and the generations that will follow. 
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The final area of our work over the past few months has been the research

which was again done for countless volunteers–to learn that three companies

owned Millennium: National Grid, NiSource and DTE Energy; to learn how this

pipeline fit into their corporate schemes to move fracked gas through our

communities, most likely for export to England, Europe and Asia; or into Canada,

for further exploitation of the tar sands.  

As our work progressed, we became clearer on the picture that many of us

now understand much better than we did a year ago: even though we have held

the frackers at bay in New York, we are still be targeted and attacked by

infrastructure projects that will ruin our communities: the pipelines, compressors,

and huge storage “facilities” that are being planned for our back yards.

So, some of the lessons from this struggle are that if we refuse to be silent

and if we stand together and organize, we have great power.  We are learning to

react quickly to these threats, as the earlier we organize our neighbors, the better

our chances–by getting out to land owners before their landmen, we gained a

great advantage.  Our neighbor listened what we shared our information in

respectful ways that empowered them.

At the same time, we must prepare for the next attack and the next project;

and we must continue to build the fossil fuel resistance movement that is the most

significant grass roots movement here in over a century.  We are learning to join

with our Haudenosaunee neighbors whose lands we live on, that we all must be

stewards of the natural world, to preserve it for the future.

I would be remiss if I did not express my deep gratitude to everyone who

worked on this resistance, as they are simply too numerous to name.  This was

an inspiring effort by so many of you.  I look forward to standing shoulder to

shoulder with you as we push back against the next attack.  Thank you.

Power to the people !

Unfractured,

Joe Heath

December 17, 2013  
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